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A Two-Zone Fire Growth and Smoke Movement Model
for Multi-Compartment Buildings

Zhuman Fu and Ge o rge  Hadjiso pho c le o us

Fire Risk Management Program, Institute for Research in Construction, National

Research Council of Canada, Ottawa K1A 0R6, Canada

ABSTRACT

A fire growth and smoke movement model for a multi-compartment building has been

developed at the National Research Council of Canada. This development is primarily

intended to help evaluate the risk from fires in buildings. This paper presents the related

physical models, numerical methods, and some verification examples. The 2-zone

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are derived for the compartments with fire or

smoke. The four independent variables for one compartment are selected as pressure,

enthalpy of upper layer, and mass of upper and lower layers. The implemented fire sub-

models are introduced, including combustion, fluid flow and heat transfer models. For

each compartment without smoke or fire, a non-linear algebraic equation based on mass

conservation is used instead of the ODEs. The numerical solution of the governing

equations is obtained using a room by room iteration method. In this algorithm, an

existing ODE solver, LSODA, has been modified and used to solve the stiff ODEs, and

the Steffensen Acceleration Method is used to solve the algebraic equations.

Experimental data for single and two-compartment fire tests are compared to the

predictions of the model. The comparison shows favourable results, especially for the

upper layer gas temperature, interface height, and vent flow rate.

NOMENCLATURE

A Area (m
2
)

CVA Area of the ceiling vent (m
2
)

ADV Area of part of a door/window type vent (m
2
)

Aint Area of interface (m
2
)

Aw Surface area of a wall, ceiling or floor (m
2
)

C Specific heat (J/kgK)

CVC Coefficient of ceiling vent flow

DVC Coefficient of door/window type vent flow

CLOL Lower oxygen limiting coefficient

CP, CV Specific heat at constant pressure or volume (J/kgK)

Csoot Volume fraction of soot in smoke layer

E Internal energy (J)

Fkj Configuration factor from surface k to surface j for radiation

FOS Stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio
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FOP Fuel to oxygen ratio in fire plume

H Enthalpy (J)

siH� Rate of net enthalpy gain of layer i by mass flow across its boundary (W)

h Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m
2
K)

hIC, hOC Convection heat transfer coefficients of the inside and outside surface of a

wall, ceiling or floor (W/m
2
K)

(∆H)F Heat of combustion per unit kilogram fuel (J/kg)

(∆H)O Heat of combustion per unit kilogram oxygen (J/kg)

K Conductivity (W/mK)

L Thickness of a wall, ceiling or floor (m)

Le Equivalent mean beam length of gas volume for radiation (m)

m Mass (kg)

BFm Mass of the burned fuel (kg)

Cm Mass of carbon in fuel (kg)

COm Mass production of CO (kg)

2COm Mass production of CO2 (kg)

CRPm Mass production of carbon-related products (Soot+CO+CO2) (kg)

em� Mass entrainment rate (kg/s)

Fanm� Specified mass exhaust rate of the fan (kg/s)

Hm Mass of hydrogen in fuel (kg)

OH2
m Mass production of water (kg)

maxm� Maximum smoke exhaust rate from the upper layer (kg/s)

MLm� Mass flow rate exhausted from lower layer (kg/s)

MUm� Mass flow rate exhausted from upper layer (kg/s)

Om Mass of oxygen in fuel (kg)

2Om Oxygen consumption from air in combustion (kg)

PFm Mass of fuel pyrolysis (kg)

minPFm Mass production of the minimal part of fuel (kg)

sootm Mass production of soot (kg)

1toxm Mass of the first kind of toxic species of mPFmin (kg)

2toxm Mass of the second kind of toxic species of mPFmin (kg)

3toxm Mass of the third kind of toxic species of mPFmin (kg)

TUFm Mass of the total unburned fuel (kg)

em� Net mass flow rate entering a layer by plume entrainment (kg/s)

Kem ,
� Net mass flow rate of species K entering a layer by plume entrainment

(kg/s)

sim� Net mass gain rate of layer i by mass flow through its boundary (kg/s)

Vm� Net mass flow rate entering a layer by vent flow (kg/s)
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KVm ,
� Net mass flow rate of species K entering a layer by vent flow (kg/s)

NS Number of species

P Pressure (Pa)

Pb Pressure difference at the bottom position (Pa)

2COP Partial pressure of CO2 (Atmosphere)

Pg Gas pressure (Atmosphere)

OH2
P Partial pressure of water vapour (Atmosphere)

Pt Pressure difference at the top position (Pa)

Q Heat release rate (W)

Qc Convection heat release rate (W)

Qceil Convection heat loss to ceiling surface (W)

qceil Convection heat flux to ceiling surface (W/m
2
)

Qconv Convection heat loss to a surface of a wall, ceiling or floor (W)

qconv Convection heat flux to a surface of a wall, ceiling or floor (W/m
2
)

QF Heat release rate directly radiated out of the fuel (W)

jq Net radiation heat transfer rate of surface j (W/m
2
)

NQ Nominal heat release rate of the fuel (W)

IRq Net radiation heat flux to the inside surface of a wall, ceiling or floor

(W/m
2
)

ORq Net radiation heat flux to the outside surface of a wall, ceiling or floor

(W/m
2
)

siQ Net heat gain rate of layer i by heat transfer or combustion (W)

R Gas constant (J/kgK)

RC Radius of the circular equivalent ceiling surface (m)

iS� Net energy gain rate of layer i as a source term (W)

T Temperature (K)

t Time (s)

Ta Ambient temperature (K)

Tad Adiabatic ceiling jet temperature (K)

Tceil Ceiling surface temperature (K)

Tg Gas layer temperature (K)

TI Interface temperature used for limiting maximum entrainment rate (K)

Tw Temperature of the surface of a wall, ceiling or floor (K)

T(x, 0) Initial temperature profile of a wall, ceiling or floor (K)

V Volume (m
3
)

x Spatial coordinate in heat conduction equation (m)

Yk Mass fraction of species K

YLOL Lower oxygen limiting mass fraction

2OY Oxygen mass fraction

Z Height (m)

Ze Plume entrainment height (m)

Zext Mechanical ventilation opening extension (m)

ZS Thickness of smoke layer (m)
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Greek symbols

ρ Density (kg/m
3
)

γ Ratio of specific heats

γCO Mass ratio of CO production to carbon-related products (CO+CO2+Soot)

γSoot Mass ratio of soot production to carbon-related products

2COεεεε Emittance of CO2

εD Emittance reduction resulting from spectral overlap

εg Gas total emittance

OH2
εεεε Emittance of water vapour

εj Emissivity of surface j

εsoot Emittance of soot

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67×10
-8

W/m
2
K

4
)

δkj Kronecker function

τkj Radiation transmittance from surface k to surface j

αkj Radiation absorptance from surface k to surface j

φ Equivalence ratio

χC Mass fraction of carbon in the fuel

χH Mass fraction of hydrogen in the fuel

χtox1 Mass ratio of the first kind of toxic species to fuel

χtox2 Mass ratio of the second kind of toxic species to fuel

χO Mass fraction of oxygen in the fuel

iΩΩΩΩ� Net mass gain rate of layer i by mass flow through its boundary (kg/s)

1. INTRODUCTION

Modelling of fire in a compartment can be achieved either using a zone modelling

approach or a field modelling method. In this study, the zone modelling approach was

used in which the gas within each compartment is generally divided into one, or a few,

control volumes (zones), and for each zone, the physical parameters such as gas

temperature and species concentrations are assumed to be spatially uniform. Then, from

the mass and energy conservation principle as well as the ideal gas law, a set of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs) are derived. In this type of model, the physical details of

the gas within a zone are not considered, while mass and energy transport between zones

is calculated by modelling the relevant fire sub-processes: combustion, fluid flow and

heat transfer.
1-6

Zone models may be grouped into two types based on the number of the control volumes

(zones) in each compartment: one-zone models and two-zone models. One-zone models

are widely used in the analysis of post-flashover fires, as well as smoke movement in the

compartments remote from the fire room (network models). Two-zone models divide the

gas in a compartment into two distinct zones: an upper, higher temperature zone and a

lower, lower-temperature zone. These zones are a result of buoyancy-induced thermal

stratification. Two-zone models can be used to analyze pre-flashover fires, and some
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models of this type have been developed.
7-9

 A comprehensive review of existing fire

models can be found in Friedman.
7

The one-zone modelling concept dates back to the work of Kawagoe et al,
10

 who

developed a single-zone approach for analyzing a post-flashover fire. This approach was

the basis of the development of a series of single-zone post-flashover fire models.
11

 The

application of the two-zone method was pioneered by Thomas et al,
12

 who constructed a

steady state, two-layer model for calculating the flow of smoke through roof vents.
11, 13

Before the mid-1970s, however, fire modelling research was focussed on post flashover

fires; i.e., fully developed fires, using the one-zone method.
14

As Quintiere has mentioned,
5
 two-zone fire modelling of pre-flashover fires emerged in

the mid-1970s with the publication of a basis for the zone model approach by Fowkes
15

in his work with Emmons. Almost simultaneously, several zone computer models were

produced by Quintiere,
16

 Pape and Waterman
17

 and Mitler
18

 working with Emmons. In

the late 1970s, the first Harvard model and code was completed by Emmons and Mitler,
18

which might be the first comprehensive room fire model for one compartment.
19

However, as mentioned by Jones and Forney,
1
 the first true multi-compartment model of

this type was formulated by Tanaka,
20

 in which the gases through a vertical vent (door or

window) are assumed to flow between adjacent layers and the flow rates are computed

using the state properties of the neighbouring zones of the vent. Zone modelling work

continued, especially at NIST where models such as FIRST,
21

 FAST
22

 and CCFM
23

 were

developed. Jones and Forney et al
1-3

 developed the CFAST model based on FAST and

CCFM, in which the conservation equations are solved in their original differential form.

The governing equation set of CFAST is formulated to allow the actual physical

phenomena to be couched as source terms.
1, 2

 The pressure is not assumed to be in the

steady state, nor the lower layer temperature to be at ambient conditions.
1

The National Research Council of Canada (NRC) has been conducting research work on

the fire risk evaluation of buildings which has resulted in a comprehensive fire risk

evaluation model called FiRECAM
TM

 (Fire Risk Evaluation and Cost Assessment Model)

for residential and office buildings.
24-26

 Currently, research on fire risk evaluation of

industrial buildings is being undertaken to develop a model for industrial buildings called

FIERAsystem (Fire Evaluation and Risk Assessment system).
27

 As part of the

FIERAsystem model, the model described in this paper will be used to calculate smoke

movement in industrial buildings.
28

 FIERAsystem and its sub-models are coded using the

Visual Basic programming language.

The smoke movement model presented uses similar concepts to the ones used in other

two-zone models such as CFAST, however, in a number of areas the approach followed

is unique. Some of the main differences between this model and CFAST are the

following:

•  Two-zone ODEs are solved only for the compartments with fire or smoke. For other

compartments, algebraic equations are solved. The approach followed to derive the

system of ODEs is new. The selection of the four independent solution variables is

new. They are pressure, enthalpy of upper layer, and mass of upper and lower layers.
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•  The heat release rate model, used by CFAST, is re-expressed based on the concept of

the equivalence ratio φ, which is more flexible for further development. The

combustion chemistry model can be applied to pure hydrogen combustion and also to

cases where there is no CO2 production.

•  The radiation model is a two-surface model,
6, 29 

and the derived equations are

applicable to both the fire and non-fire compartments.

•  The numerical method used is different from the method used in CFAST and other

two-zone models. This new method solves the governing equations room by room.

The ODE solver LSODA
30

 is used to solve the stiff ODEs for the compartments with

fire or smoke, while the Steffensen Acceleration Method
31

 is used to solve the

algebraic equations for the compartments without smoke or fire.

As the model is intended for use in industrial-type buildings where forced ventilation is

usually used to extract smoke from a compartment, a specification-type mechanical

ventilation model was developed. This model can be applied to openings flush with the

ceiling or floor, as well as to openings that extend into the compartment.

2. GOVERNING ODE EQUATIONS

2.1 Derivation of the Two-Zone Ordinary Differential Equations

Following the two-zone modelling concept, each compartment is divided into two zones.

For each zone, the mass, internal energy, enthalpy, density, temperature and volume are

denoted as mi, Ei, Hi, ρi, Ti  and Vi, respectively, where i=U refers to the upper layer, and

i=L refers to the lower layer. The thermodynamic pressures for the upper and lower

layers, PU and PL are assumed to be identical and are denoted as P. Using thermodynamic

relations and definitions as well as the ideal gas law, the following equations are given:

ρi
im

Vi
= (2.1)

E C m Ti V i i= (2.2)

H E PVi i i= + (2.3)

P RTi i= ρ (2.4)

V V VU L= + (2.5)

The coefficients CV and CP are assumed to be constant for the gas at the upper and lower

layers, and the following relation exists:

γ = = −C C R C CP V P V/ , (2.6)
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where R is the gas constant. Applying Equations (2.1) to (2.5) to both the upper and

lower layers in a compartment results in 9 independent algebraic equations with thirteen

variables. To close the equation set, four additional independent equations are needed,

which can be obtained by applying mass and energy conservation principles to each zone.

The resulting equations are as follows:

Mass conservation:

= si

i m
dt

dm
� (2.7)

Energy conservation (First Law):
32

+=+ sisi

ii QH
dt

dV
P

dt

dE
� (2.8)

where sim�  is the net mass gain rate of layer i by mass flow across the boundary,

siH�  is the rate of the net enthalpy gain of layer i by mass flow across the boundary,

siQ  is the rate of net heat gain of layer i by heat transfer or combustion.

Thus, the whole equation set has been closed. To facilitate the solution, the above system

of ODEs can be converted into other forms as given below.

Denote:

=Ω sii m�� (2.9)

++++==== sisii QHS �� (2.10)

Following the approach used in CFAST, iΩΩΩΩ� and iS�  are considered to be source terms.

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) give:

i

i

dt

dm
Ω= � (2.11)

i

ii S
dt

dV
P

dt

dE
�=+ (2.12)

Adding the Term V
dP

dt
i  to the two sides of Equation (2.12), and considering Equation

(2.3), yields:
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dt

dP
VS

dt

dH
ii

i += � (2.13)

Adding the upper and lower layer versions of Equation (2.13), results in:

dt

dP
VSS

dt

HHd
UL

LU ++=
+

)(
)(

�� (2.14)

Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), give:

PV
R

C
H i

P
i = (2.15)

Adding the upper and lower layer versions of Equation (2.15), and substituting into

Equation (2.14), yields:

)(
1

LU SS
Vdt

dP
�� +−= γ (2.16)

In this model, P , UH , Um , Lm  have been selected as the solution variables of the

governing equation set as follows:

)(
1

LU SS
Vdt

dP
�� +−= γ (2.17)

dt

dP
VS

dt

dH
UU

U += � (2.18)

U
U

dt

dm
ΩΩΩΩ==== � (2.19)

L
L

dt

dm ΩΩΩΩ==== � (2.20)

The ODE equations, where the independent variables are layer internal energy, layer

volume, layer density and layer temperature, can be found in Jones and Forney.
1, 33

 In the

literature,
1, 3, 6, 33

 the two terms on the right side of Equation (2.8) were combined as one

term, called enthalpy or total enthalpy. This could result in a little confusion between this

term and the real thermodynamic enthalpy term. Thus, in this derivation, Equation (2.13)

for thermodynamic layer enthalpy is presented as complementary to the table

“Conservative Zone Modeling Differential Equations” appearing in the literature,
1, 3, 33

although Hi is directly proportional to Ei by γ in this case.
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In the above governing equations, the mass and energy source terms, iΩΩΩΩ�  and iS� , are

obtained by modelling the relevant fire sub-processes, combustion, fluid flow and heat

transfer. Sections 3, 4 and 5 will present the details of modelling these processes.

2.2 The Algebraic Governing Equations for Constant Temperature

Compartments

For compartments with fire or smoke, the two-zone ODEs derived in the above section

need to be solved. However, for compartments without smoke or fire (fire or smoke has

not propagated here), generally only a non-linear algebraic equation of pressure based on

mass conservation needs to be solved. In this code, a mechanism is implemented to judge

whether it is necessary to solve the differential equations based on the estimation of the

gas temperature differences between the compartment being solved and its directly

connected compartments. If one of the temperature differences is considerably large, then

the ODE solver is called. Otherwise, a non-linear algebraic equation of pressure based on

the constant mass assumption is solved as follows:
34

0),(
1

0 =
=

NV

K

KK PPm� (2.21)

where Km�  is the mass flow rate through vent K, which is connected to the compartment

being solved; Km�  is a function of the pressure difference between the two sides of the

vent, P0 and PK; P0 is the pressure of the compartment being solved, and PK is the

pressure of the compartment connected to the solved compartment through vent K; NV is

the number of vents connected to the compartment being solved.

In this model, Bernoulli’s equation is used to calculate the mass flow rate, Km� . Equation

(2.21) is numerically solved using Steffensen Acceleration Method.
31

3. COMBUSTION

3.1 Heat Release Rate

The heat release rate in unconstrained combustion can be obtained by:

FPFN HmQ )(∆= � (3.1)

where FH )(∆  is the effective heat of combustion per unit kilogram fuel in open air, and

PFm�  is the  mass pyrolysis rate. Following the oxygen consumption principle, the oxygen

consumption rate can be obtained using:
35, 36
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O

N

O
H

Q
m

)(2 ∆
=� (3.2)

where ( )∆H o  is the heat of combustion per unit kilogram oxygen. For complex fuels, it

could be taken as 13.2 MJ/kg,
37

 while, for simple chemical formula fuels, it could be

obtained from the value of heat of combustion per unit kilogram fuel.

The stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio, FOS, is:

F

O

S
H

H
FO

)(

)(

∆
∆

= (3.3)

The actual fuel to oxygen ratio in the fire plume is:

2Oe

PF
P

Ym

m
FO

�

�
= (3.4)

where 
em�  is the mass entrainment rate of the plume, and thus the equivalence ratio, φ, is:

2
)(

)(

OeO

PFF

S

P

YmH

mH

FO

FO

�

�

∆
∆

==φ (3.5)

The actual heat release rate is considered to be related to φ as follows:

FPF HmfQ )()( ∆= �φ (3.6)

In this model, f(φ) is obtained using the following simple relation used by CFAST:

f( )
max( , )

φ
φ

= 1

1
(3.7)

The fuel rich flammability is given by a limiting oxygen mass or volume fraction. In

order to make the calculation smooth near the fuel rich limit, following CFAST, a

limiting coefficient CLOL is introduced:
3

2

1)4)YY(800(Tanh
C

LOLO

LOL
2

++++−−−−−−−−
==== (3.8)

and

)1,max(φ
LOLN CQ

Q = (3.9)
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where Tanh(x) is the hyperbolic tangent function of x, and YLOL is the limiting oxygen

mass fraction.
38

The mass of total burnt fuel and consumed oxygen is given as:

F

BF
H

Q
m

)(∆
=� (3.10)

O

O
H

Q
m

)(2 ∆
=� (3.11)

This model is similar to CFAST’s but re-expressed based on the concept of the global

equivalence ratio φ.

3.2 Combustion Chemistry

In this model, combustion chemistry is considered as follows:

TUFPFOHSootCOCOcrpOCHOPFPF mmmmmmmmmmm +++++→++ minmin 222
][][ (3.12)

PFm  is the mass of fuel pyrolysis, composed of two parts, minPFm  and CHOm .

minPFm  is assumed to be composed of some harmful species, such as HCl and HCN,

whose mass is much less than PFm  and will not further be involved in the combustion

process. Thus 
minPFm  from PFm  on the left side of Equation (3.12) directly goes into its

right side. In this model, 
minPFm  can be composed of as many as three kinds of toxic

species: 1toxm , 2toxm  and 3toxm .

CHOm  is the mass of the fuel pyrolysis excluding 
minPFm ; it is assumed to be composed

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.

The mass production of CO2, CO and soot are combined into one new term CRPm ,

carbon-related products, and soot is assumed to be carbon only.

TUFm  is the mass production of total unburned fuel, which is assumed to have the same

element composition as CHOm .

The following presents the calculation formulas of the combustion chemistry.

The composition of the pyrolyzed fuel is defined by the following five mass ratios, which

are input from the user of the model.
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PFCC mm /=χ (3.13)

PFHH mm /=χ (3.14)

PFOO mm /=χ (3.15)

PF1tox1tox m/m====χχχχ (3.16)

PF2tox2tox m/m====χχχχ (3.17)

where Cχχχχ , Hχχχχ , Oχχχχ , 1toxχχχχ  and 2toxχχχχ  are mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

and the first and second kinds of toxic species in the pyrolyzed fuel, respectively.

Based on the above five mass ratios, the toxic species production is then computed using:

PFOHCPF mm )](1[min χχχ ++−= (3.18)

PF1tox1tox mm χχχχ==== (3.19)

PF2tox2tox mm χχχχ==== (3.20)

)mm(mm 2tox1toxminPF3tox ++++−−−−==== (3.21)

The mass ratios of the production of soot and carbon monoxide to the carbon related

products, COγγγγ  and sootγγγγ , are also defined by the user:

CRPCOCO mm /=γ (3.22)

CRPsootsoot m/m====γγγγ (3.23)

Then the production of the carbon-related products of combustion can be obtained from:

CRP/C

BFC
CRP

m
m

γγγγ
χχχχ==== (3.24)

where BFm  is obtained from Equation (3.10), and CRP/Cγγγγ  is the mass fraction of the

carbon in the CRP as follows:

sootCOCRPC γγγ
11

8

77

12

11

3
/ ++= (3.25)
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From the production of the carbon-related products CRPm , the production of soot, carbon

monoxide and carbon dioxide can be obtained as follows:

CRPsootsoot mm γγγγ==== (3.26)

CRPCOCO mm γ= (3.27)

CRPCOsootCO m)1(m
2

γγγγγγγγ −−−−−−−−==== (3.28)

Water production OH2
m and the total unburned fuel TUFm  can be obtained as follows:

BFHOH m9m
2

χχχχ==== (3.29)

( )( )BFPFOHCTUF mmm −++= χχχ (3.30)

In this model, BFm  is assumed to have the same element composition as PFm , and all the

hydrogen in the burned fuel is changed into water.

4. FLUID FLOW MODEL

4.1 Plume Entrainment

Fire-induced buoyant plume entrainment is a very important factor in modelling fire

growth and smoke spread in a building. A number of formulas can be found in the

literature.
39-42

 A review of existing models shows that they are based primarily on data

from smaller fires.
41, 42

Some full-scale standard room fire experiments
42

 indicated that McCaffrey’s model
39

gives the best agreement with the measured entrainment rates, although it does not

account for the changing surrounding gas density. In this 2-zone model, McCaffrey’s

model is used, which has been used by CFAST.

For atria or warehouses, Heskestad’s model
43

 has been widely used. This correlation is

also implemented in the model to have users select either of the two models.

If fires burn along the walls or in corners, plume entrainment rate will be restricted.

Mower and Williamson
44

 provided modification factors for the normal plume correlation

to extend the ability to wall and corner burning geometry as follows:

The mass entrainment rate for centre fires can be expressed as a general function:

),( eCe ZQfm =� (4.1)
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where CQ  is the convection heat release rate, and eZ  is the entrainment height. Then, the

mass entrainment rate for wall and corner fires will be:

ωωωωωωωω /)Z,Q(fm eCe ====� (4.2)

where for a corner fire, ω is 4, for a wall fire, ω is 2, and for a centre fire, ω is 1.

As the entrainment formula is an empirical relation from experiments, its application is

limited to the range of the experimental data. To use this equation outside that range, it is

necessary to limit the maximum entrainment rate based on energy balance:

PF

LIP

C

e m
TTC

Q
m �� −

−
≤

)(
(4.3)

where TI is assumed to be the interface temperature. Equation (4.3) means that the

averaged plume temperature at the interface should be greater than TI. In this model, TI is

obtained based on Cooper’s N percent rule.
45

4.2 Door/Window Vent Flow

Mass flow through a vertical-vent is driven by the pressure difference between the two

sides of the vent, and it can be calculated by integrating Bernoulli’s equation along the

vertical direction of the vent. However, the flow through a vent may not be

unidirectional, i.e., there may be some gas flowing in and some flowing out of the room.

In these cases, the integral limit is divided into several parts, each part having the same

flow direction. In this model, the integration limits are dealt with in a manner similar to

CFAST. For any sub-divided part of a rectangular vent, the formulation used by CFAST

to calculate the mass flow rate has been implemented in this model as follows:
3

�

�
�

�

�

+
++

=
bt

bbtt

DVDV
PP

PPPP
ACm ρ2

3

2
� (4.4)

where Pt and Pb are the pressure differences at the top and bottom position of this part,

ρ is the gas density of source side,

ADV is the area of this part of vent,

CDV is the coefficient of vent flow, which is taken as 0.7 in this model.

When hot smoke flows out of the vent, it may entrain air from the cool lower layer of the

neighbouring room and transport it into the upper layer. Similarly, when cool gas enters

the hot layer of the neighbouring zone, it may behave like an inverse plume, and will

bring upper layer gas into the lower layer under some conditions. For this phenomenon, a

method similar to CFAST has been used.
3
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4.3 Ceiling Vent Flow

It is not appropriate to directly use Bernoulli’s equation for smoke flow through a ceiling

vent, because in addition to pressure difference, buoyant force has to be considered,

which may lead to bi-directional exchange flow. Cooper
46-48

 gives a model for unstable

flow through shallow, horizontal and circular vents under high-Grashof-number

conditions, which is the case encountered in a building fire.

In this model, the first step is to compute the Grashof number to judge whether Cooper’s

model can be used. If the condition is satisfied, then judge whether the flow is under the

condition of flooding by comparing the pressure difference of the top and bottom sides

with the critical flooding pressure difference.

If the pressure difference is over the flooding value, then unidirectional flow is expected,

otherwise, bi-directional exchange flow will exist. The relevant flow rates can be

obtained using equations provided in Cooper’s model.
46

In this model, if the condition using Cooper’s model is not satisfied, then the volume

flow rate is obtained directly using the following uni-directional Bernoulli’s equation:

ρ
P

ACV CVCV

∆= 2
� (4.5)

where CVC  is the coefficient of ceiling vent flow, which is taken as 0.61 in this model.

CVA  is the area of the ceiling vent.

4.4 Mechanical Ventilation

As shown in Figure 1, a specification-type mechanical ventilation model with its opening

parallel with ceiling or floor is implemented. Through the opening, smoke can be

extracted out of the room to ambient, or ambient air can be supplied into the room. In this

model, two parameters can be specified. One is the Zext, the vertical extension of the

opening away from the ceiling surface, another is the mechanical mass ventilation rate

Fanm�  or volume ventilation rate FanV� .

In the case shown in Figure 1, initially, the smoke interface is above the opening

elevation, and the exhausted gas is lower layer air only. If the plume entrainment rate at

the elevation of the exhaust opening is greater than the exhaust rate, then the interface

will be formed under the opening and, after that time, the exhausted gas will be smoke

only. If the plume entrainment rate at the elevation of the exhaust opening is less than the

exhaust rate, and the smoke exhaust system is assumed to be ideally effective, then the

interface will be formed at the opening elevation, and the exhausted gas is assumed to be

composed of two parts, smoke and lower layer gas. For this case, the following

formulation has been used to identify how much gas is extracted from each zone.
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For mass flow rate specification:

)m,mmin(m maxFanMU
��� ==== (4.6)

MUFanML mmm ��� −−−−==== (4.7)

where MUm�  and MLm� are mass flow rates exhausted from upper layer and lower layer,

respectively. maxm� is the maximum smoke exhaust rate from the upper layer.

Similarly, for volume flow rate specification:

)
m

,Vmin(V
U

max

FanMU ρρρρ
�

�� ==== (4.8)

MUFanML VVV ��� −−−−==== (4.9)

where MUV�  and MLV�  are volume flow rate exhausted from upper and lower layers.

The above method of limiting the maximum smoke exhaust rate is helpful in ensuring the

numerical stability and efficiency, when the exhausted gas is composed of smoke and the

lower layer gas. Sometimes maxm�  is difficult to calculate. For the situation shown in

Figure 1, where a ceiling vent is not provided and the soffit of the door is lower than the

opening, maxm�  is the plume entrainment rate at the elevation of the opening.

Zext

Cool Layer

Hot Layer

Fuel

Figure 1. Schematic of the Mechanical Ventilation Opening
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4.5 Species Concentration

Suppose at time t, in a well-stirred gas layer, there are NS kinds of species, the total mass

is m, and the mass fraction of species K is YK, K=1, 2, …, NS.

Then, at the next time step (t+∆t), the concentration of the Kth species will be

approximated as follows:

[ ]
[ ] NS , 2, 1,K,)(

,,
�

��

��

=
+∆+
+∆+

=∆+
Ve

KVKeK

ttK
mmtm

mmtmY
Y (4.10)

where em� and Vm�  are the total net mass flow rates entering the layer (negative for

flowing out) by plume and ventilation. Kem ,
�  and KPm ,

�  are the total net mass flow

rates of species K entering the layer by plume and ventilation.

In the right side of Equation (4.10), the denominator is the total mass of the layer at

(t+∆t). It is composed of two parts, one is the mass m at time t, another one is the mass

added to the layer during t to (t+∆t). And the numerator is the total mass of species K at

(t+∆t), also composed of two parts, one is the mass at time t, and the other is the mass

added to the layer during the time step ∆t.

5. HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

5.1 Conduction Heat Transfer

To calculate conduction heat transfer through the compartment boundaries, a one-

dimensional and transient conduction model is used. The governing equation is as

follows:

0t,Lx0,
x

T

C

K

t

T
2

2

≥≥≥≥≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤
∂∂∂∂
∂∂∂∂====

∂∂∂∂
∂∂∂∂

ρρρρ
(5.1)

Due to the complexity of the building geometry, it is assumed that heat is transferred to

the outside environment. The following initial and boundary conditions are given:

)0,x(TT,0t,Lx0 ========≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤ (5.2)

IRgIC q))t,0(TT(h
x

T
k,0x ++++−−−−====
∂∂∂∂
∂∂∂∂−−−−==== (5.3)

ORaOC q))t,L(TT(h
x

T
k,Lx −−−−−−−−−−−−====
∂∂∂∂
∂∂∂∂−−−−==== (5.4)
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where T(x, 0) is the temperature profile at the initial time. ICh  and OCh  are convection

heat transfer coefficients of the inside and outside surfaces of a wall, ceiling or floor,

and IRq  and ORq  are the net radiation heat fluxes received by the inside and outside

surfaces.

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) as well as the four terms ICh , OCh , IRq  and ORq  implicate the

coupling of conduction with convection and radiation. In this model, the time splitting

method is used to couple the heat conduction into the zone model.

The full implicit finite difference method is applied to discretize the equation, and the

TDMA (Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm) algorithm is selected to solve the discrete

equation.

5.2 Convection Heat Transfer

5.2.1 Convection Heat Transfer in Non-Fire Rooms

Convection heat transfer in a non-fire room may be considered to be a natural convection

system. The following equations from CFAST for turbulent convection heat transfer are

included in this model:
3, 28, 49, 50

wconvconv AqQ ==== (5.5)

)( wgconv TThq −= (5.6)

where convQ  and convq  are convection heat loss and flux to a surface of a wall, ceiling or

floor, gT  and wT  are the temperature of gas and the surface, wA  is the area of the surface,

and h is the convection heat transfer coefficient.

In Equation (5.6), h is computed using empirical correlations based on Grashof, Prandtl

and Nusselt numbers. The detailed formulas can be found in the literature.
3, 28

5.2.2 Convection Heat Transfer for Ceiling in Fire Rooms

In the fire room, ceiling jet-induced convection heat transfer should be separately

evaluated due to its specific magnitude. Heat loss due to a ceiling jet can be calculated

using the following formulas:
51-55
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=
A

ceilceil dAqQ (5.7)

)( ceiladceil TThq −= (5.8)

where ceilQ  and ceilq  are the gas heat loss and flux to the ceiling surface,

h is the heat transfer coefficient,

adT  and ceilT  are characteristic gas and ceiling surface temperatures.

The detailed formulas to calculate h and adT  can be found in the literature.
3, 28, 51-55

 In this

model, the ceiling surface is converted into an equivalent circular surface with the same

surface area, and the plume impingement point is assumed to be at the centre of the

surface. The ceiling surface temperature is assumed to be spatially uniform.

5.2.3 Convection Heat Transfer for Wall and Floor in Fire Rooms

In fire rooms, for the lower wall and floor, the convection heat transfer model is the same

as in non-fire rooms. For the ceiling surface, the model introduced in the above section is

applied to calculate ceiling jet convection heat transfer.

However, for the upper wall of fire rooms, the non-fire room convection model may

underestimate the heat transfer due to the wall jet. Thus, in this model, a simple ad hoc

treatment is introduced as follows.
6

The radius of the equivalent circular ceiling surface is denoted as CR , and the smoke

thickness as SZ .

If CR ≥ SZ , then:

2/)/( convceilceil qAQq += (5.9)

If CR < SZ , then:

)ZR/()qZA/QR(q SCconvSceilceilC ++++××××++++××××==== (5.10)

where q is the convection heat flux of the upper wall,

convq  is the convection heat flux as described in Equation (5.6),

ceilQ  and ceilA  are the heat loss to the ceiling surface and the ceiling surface area.
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5.3 Radiation Heat Transfer

5.3.1 Derivation of Equations

Radiation heat transfer is a very important mechanism in compartment fires, especially in

the fire room. A two-surface model is applied in the fire and non-fire rooms, where the

ceiling and upper wall are considered to be the upper surface, and the floor and lower

wall are considered to be the lower surface. Besides, in the fire room, the flame is

assumed to be a sphere with its centre located at the position of half flame height above

the fuel bed, and the radiation flux of the sphere to any direction is assumed to be

uniform. The sphere is assumed to be the third differential emitting blackbody surface

interacting with the upper surface, lower surface and upper layer gas.
6, 20, 29

The smoke layer is considered to be an absorptive medium, and the lower layer is

considered to be transparent. The following radiation heat transfer equation for each

surface element k is used:
56
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where qj is the net radiation heat transfer rate of surface j,

δkj is the Kronecker function,

εj is the emissivity of surface j,

Fkj is the view factor from surface k to surface j,

kjτ , kjα  are geometrical mean transmittance and absorptance from surfaces k to j,

Tj, Tg are the temperatures of surface j and gas.

Thus, for each surface, the following relations can be obtained:
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where subscripts 1, 2, g and F refer to the upper surface, lower surface, smoke layer and

flame, respectively. In Equations (5.12) and (5.13), the last term on the right side of each

equation is related to the assumed flame radiation. For convenience, the value of the

radiation fraction instead of flame temperature is used, and the following relation is

applied:
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111

4

11 / AFQTF FFFFFF τστ = (5.14)

222

4

22 / AFQTF FFFFFF τστ = (5.15)

where QF is the radiation heat release rate of the flame, which is a fraction of the total

heat release rate of the fire; and A1 and A2 are the areas of the upper and lower surfaces.

Substituting Equations (5.14) and (5.15) into (5.12) and (5.13), using the relations of

transmittance and absorptance,

jiij ττττττττ ==== ,  jiij αααααααα ==== ,   1ijij ====++++τττταααα (5.16)

and assuming:

α α α ε11 12 1= = =F g   and  02 =Fα (5.17)

the following formulas for calculating radiation heat transfer can be derived:
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Fg QqAqAQ ++−= )( 2211 (5.22)

where Qg is the radiation heat gain rate of the smoke layer.

Equations (5.18) to (5.22) are applicable to both fire and non-fire rooms. For fire rooms,

the radiation heat release rate QF is not zero, while for non-fire rooms, QF is zero.

To couple the two-surface radiation model with the four-surface convection and

conduction models, the following approach is used. The upper surface temperature in the

radiation model employs the higher temperature of the ceiling surface and upper wall

surface used in the convection and conduction models. Similarly, the lower surface

temperature in the radiation model employs the higher temperature of the floor surface

and the lower wall surface used in the conduction and convection models.

5.3.2 Calculation of View Factors

It is simple to get the values of F11, F12, F21 and F22  as follows:

1int12 / AAF = , 1211 1 FF −= (5.23)

2int21 / AAF = , 2122 1 FF −= (5.24)

As mentioned above, the flame is assumed to be a black sphere radiating uniformly.

Shown in Figure 2, Point F is assumed to be the centre of the sphere from which heat is

radiated uniformly. The view factor from F to area A (OBCD) is obtained:

=
A

dA
FK 2)(4
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π
θξ (5.25)

Integrating the above equation, gives:
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The view factors FF1 and FF2 in Equations (5.20) and (5.21) can be obtained from

Equation (5.26).
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Figure 2. Schematic of Flame Radiation to a Rectangular Surface

5.3.3 Gas Emissivity

Gas emissivity for carbon dioxide, water vapour and soot can be obtained as follows:
56, 57

gsootgsoot εεεεε −+= (5.27)

DOHCOg εεεε −+=
22

(5.28)

4)3501(
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soot
LeTC+

−=ε (5.29)

where Csoot is the volume fraction of soot in the smoke layer,

Le is the equivalent mean beam length of the smoke layer,

Dε  is emittance reduction resulting from spectral overlap.

3/1)(17.6
22
LePT COgCO =ε (5.30)

)]32.1exp(1[674.0
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Ψ−−=OHε (5.31)

])5.0/3005()[/300(
22 OHgggOH PTPTLeP ++=Ψ (5.32)

where Pg is the gas pressure,

2COP  and OHP
2

 are the partial pressure of CO2 and H2O.

[ ]{ } 76.2
)(3.101log)()(

22
LePPGTF OHCOgD += ξε (5.33)

23469.0002449.0100204.1)(
26 −+×−= −

ggg TTTF (5.34)
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7.111/)1017.10/()( 4.10ξξξξ −+=G (5.35)

)/(
222 COOHOH PPP +=ξ (5.36)

6. NUMERICAL METHOD

6.1 Solution Strategy

There are a number of numerical methods that can be used to solve the governing

equations derived in Section 2. One approach, which is also used by CFAST, solves the

full system of equations for all compartments simultaneously. Another approach is to

solve the equations room by room, i.e., each time only the equations of one room are

solved, and the final solution is obtained by iteration. A third approach is to solve the

system of equations group by group, i.e., each time only the equations of a group of

rooms having similar physical or numerical characteristics are solved, and the final

solution is obtained by iteration.

The simultaneous solution method is the easiest to implement using existing ODE

solvers. This method was initially used in this model, however, for cases with a large

number of compartments, it was not converging well. The method currently used in the

model is the room by room iterative method. With this method, it is easier to identify the

sources of convergence problems and easier for ODE solvers to converge. In addition,

with this method, different algorithms can be used for different compartments. In this

model, two algorithms have been implemented; one is an ODE solver for the

compartments with smoke or fire, and another one is an algebraic equation solver for the

compartments without smoke or fire.

The solution procedure is as follows. As shown in Figure 3, for each compartment, if the

compartment has smoke or fire, then the LSODA
30

 solver is used to integrate the ODEs

from t to (t+∆t); and if the compartment has no temperature rise, then the Steffensen

Acceleration Method
31

 is used to solve the non-linear algebraic equation. After sweeping

through all the compartments the process is repeated until convergence is achieved.

Also as shown in Figure 3, for each step of the ODE solver, the mass and energy source

terms of the governing equation set are computed using the equations given in Sections 3,

4 and 5. For each step of the Steffensen Acceleration Method, the flow rate of each vent

connected to the compartment being solved is also computed using the related equations

given in Section 4.
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Figure 3. Flow Chart of the Numerical Calculation
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6.2 Numerical Properties of the ODE System

There are many ways to select the four independent governing ODEs for each

compartment with fire or smoke. As mentioned in Section 2, the form of the equations

implemented in the model is composed of the following four variables: pressure, upper

layer enthalpy, upper layer mass and lower layer mass. As analyzed by Forney
33

 for the

equation of mass, this formulation does not have the vanishing denominator problem of

the density or temperature equation. However, quantities derived from enthalpy and mass

such as density are only valid when a layer volume has a significant number of accurate

digits.

One significant property of the equation set is the presence of multiple time scales.
3, 58

For example, combustion chemical reaction has the fastest time scale. In this model, this

scale is avoided by assuming infinitely fast chemical reaction. Parameters related to fluid

flow have a much slower scale than chemical reaction but a much faster scale than

conduction. In mathematics, this property is known as stiffness, which means the

equation set has a very large ratio of the maximum eigenvalue to its minimum eigenvalue

of the related Jacobian matrix.

Stiffness property will affect the numerical calculation of the equation set.
59

 In fact, to

maintain numerical stability, if non-stiff methods such as those of Runge-Kutta or Adams

are applied to solve the equation set, the choice of the step size will be dominated by

stability, not accuracy. This property requires the application of special numerical

solution methods.
59

 Backward differentiation formulas (BDFs) are generally used to

solve the stiff problems.
60

There are a number of ODE solvers available to solve the stiff ODE system.
60

 In this

model, an ODE solver called LSODA,
30

 is used to integrate the equation set numerically.

LSODA is a descendant of DIFSUB,
59

 a pioneering stiff ODE solver, developed by Gear

using the BDF method.

Due to its implicitness, an iteration process composed of prediction and correction is

applied. The Newton iteration method is used to obtain the solution. The order and step

size are automatically chosen by the solver through estimating the local truncation error.

Both the model and its interface are coded using MS Visual Basic Version 5. Thus, the

ODE solver LSODA was converted to Visual Basic from FORTRAN.

More details can be found in the literature.
28

7. VALIDATION EXAMPLES

In this section, two examples of model predictions are compared to two sets of

experimental data from the literature.
45, 61
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7.1 Single Compartment Example

Dembsey et al
61

 reported results on twenty compartment fire experiments suitable for

model comparison in a single compartment (2.5 m × 3.7 m in plan and 2.5 m in height)

that is similar in size, geometry and construction to the standard fire test compartment.

The compartment has a single doorway, 0.76 m wide × 2.0 m high, centered on one of the

shorter sides. A 0.61 m × 1.22 m porous surface burner was placed into the compartment

with its porous surface being 0.61 m above the floor. The propane-fired burner supplied

heat at a steady rate between 330 and 980 kW for the duration of each experiment.

Furthermore, three sets of experimental data with heat release rates (HRR) at 330 kW,

630 kW and 980 kW were compared to two comprehensive compartment fire models,

CFAST and FIRST.

In this study, the model predictions are compared to the experimental data of the

reference 61. The input and output data of the model are shown in Table 1 and Table 2,

respectively. In Table 2, for each HRR, there are four rows to describe the experimental

data, CFAST’s prediction, FIRST’s prediction and the prediction of this model,

respectively. The fire duration time of each experiment is provided, which is taken as the

fire simulation time of the model. The fire end time is the point at which the model

predictions are compared to the experimental data. The used CPU time of each case using

a Pentium 450 PC is also presented in the table.

Table 1. Zone Model Input Data For Single Compartment Example

Fuel Properties

Fuel Propane (C3H8)
Hχ 0.18

Heat of Combustion  (MJ/kg) 44
Cχ 0.82

Radiation Fraction61, 62 0.27
sootγ 0

Nominal HRR (kW) 330, 630, 980
coγ 0

Ambient Conditions

Pressure (Pa) 101300 Temperature (°C) 20

Thermal Properties of Compartment Boundaries

Ceiling Wall Floor
Thickness (m) 0.066 0.054 0.044

Density (kgm-3) 449 449 770

Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 0.10 0.10 0.14

Specific heat (Jkg-1K-1) 1090 1090 900

Surface Emissivity 0.9 0.9 0.9

Dimensions

Depth (m) Width (m) Height (m)
Compartment 2.5 3.7 2.5

Vent N/A 0.76 2.0

Burner’s surface location 1.25 1.85 0.61
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Table 2. Comparison of Models’ Prediction with Experimental Data

Parameters
UT LT WUT WLT FLRT IZ NZ FP∆ AVm� IFq

Units °C °C °C °C °C m m Pa kg/s kW/m
2

HRR=330 (kW), Duration Time=30 (min) , Run Time=3 s

Experimental 370 84 315 187 180 1.12 1.04 -1.97 0.87 3.8

CFAST 457 48 426 372 334 1.31 1.08 -1.11 0.64 16

FIRST 278 26 245 N/A N/A 1.15 N/A N/A 0.67 N/A

FIERA 408 80 359 337 249 1.29 0.98 -1.88 0.73 11

HRR=630 (kW), Duration Time = 35 (min) , Run Time=5 s

Experimental 610 179 566 342 377 1.04 0.94 -3.88 1.03 13

CFAST 730 88 711 672 655 1.18 0.96 -2.13 0.78 57

FIRST 476 36 376 N/A N/A 1.10 N/A N/A 0.71 N/A

FIERA 585 104 585 545 391 1.06 0.97 -2.44 0.83 31

HRR=980 (kW), Duration Time=20 (min), Run Time=6 s

Experimental 796 236 728 471 551 0.99 0.92 -4.36 1.01 33

CFAST 901 118 885 852 841 0.96 0.95 -2.82 0.89 107

FIRST 642 61 483 N/A N/A 1.09 N/A N/A 0.74 N/A

FIERA 785 122 785 754 531 0.89 0.93 -2.87 0.89 71

UT , LT : upper, lower layer temperatures; WUT , WLT : upper, lower wall interior surface temperatures;

FLRT : interior surface temperature of floor; IZ , NZ : interface, neutral plane heights; FP∆ : floor pressure

difference to ambient; AVm� : average vent mass flow rate; IFq : floor radiant incident heat flux.

7.2 Two-Compartment Example

Cooper et al
45

 reported a series of multi-compartment fire experiments. In this study, a set

of that experimental data is compared to the model prediction. The test space involved

two compartments, a burn room and a corridor. The heat release rate was a linearly

growing fire with the relation: Q=C t, C=30 kW/min. There was a 2.0 m high and 1.07 m

wide door between the burn room and the corridor. Additionally, a 0.15 m × 0.94 m hole

to the ambient space was provided in a wall of the corridor. The model input data is

shown in Table 3. Figures 4 to 6 present the comparisons for averaged gas temperature

rise, interface height and pressure difference between the two compartments near the

ceiling. The used CPU time for this case using the Pentium 450 PC is 25 seconds, the

step size ∆t is 2 seconds, and the number of iteration times is one.
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Table 3. Zone Model Input Data For Two-Compartment Example

Fuel Properties

Fuel Methane (CH4)
Hχ 0.25

Heat of Combustion  (MJ/kg) 50.0
Cχ 0.75

Radiation Fraction63 0.24
sootγ 0

Nominal HRR (kW) 30t (t: min.)
coγ 0

Ambient Conditions

Pressure (Pa) 101300 Temperature (°C) 25

Thermal Properties of Compartment Boundaries

Ceiling Wall Floor

Thickness (m) 0.013 0.013 1.0

Density (kgm-3) 790 790 1950

Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 0.2 0.2 0.8

Specific heat (Jkg-1K-1) 900 900 860

Emissivity 0.9 0.9 0.9

Dimensions

Depth (m) Width (m) Height (m)
Burn room 3.3 4.3 2.36

Corridor 2.4 11.1 2.36

Vent from burn room to corridor N/A 1.07 2.0

Vent from corridor to ambient N/A 0.94 0.15

Burner’s surface location 1.65 2.15 0.24
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Figure 4. Pressure Difference Between the Burn Room and Corridor Near the Ceiling
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7.3 Analysis of the Simulation Results

For the case of the single compartment, it is shown that this model gives favourable

results for the parameters compared, especially for upper layer temperature, interface

height, neutral plane height and vent flow rates.
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However, the model overestimates the floor incident radiation heat flux and the lower

wall surface temperature. This may be due to the two-surface radiation heat transfer

model. This may also be affected by the value of the radiation fraction.

Furthermore, the lower layer gas temperature is obviously underestimated, especially

when the HRR is raised. As already described, in this model, two factors affect the lower

layer temperature. One is the convection heat transfer from the lower wall and floor, the

other is the inverse cold plume entrainment when outside cold air enters the lower layer

through the upper layer. However, in real fires, there are other mechanisms affecting the

lower layer temperatures, such as mass mixing between the upper and lower layers and

radiation absorption of the contaminated lower layer, which has not been accounted for in

this model.

For the case of two compartments, Figures 4 to 6 show that the model also gives

favorable results when compared to the experimental data.

8. CONCLUSION

In this model, 2-zone ODE equations are solved only for compartments with fire or

smoke; for other compartments, non-linear algebraic equations are solved. The enthalpy

of the upper layer is selected as the solution variable of the ODEs, and it is working well.

A room by room iteration method has been developed to solve the governing equations.

The LSODA ODE solver has been modified and used to solve the ODEs for rooms with

fire or smoke, and the Steffensen Acceleration Method is used to solve the algebraic

equations for rooms without fire or smoke.

Experimental data for single and two compartment tests are compared to the prediction of

the model. For both cases, favourable results have been obtained.
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